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Abstract
The programming language C is becoming more and
morepopular among users of highpe~ormance vector com-
puter architectures, With this populm”~ of C, it becomes
more critical to have a good optimiz”nglvectotiz”ng C com-
pilez This paper describes a study of four such vectorizing
C compilers, with emphasis on the automatic vectorization
ability of each compilez This study is similar to the Fortran
study that was descn”bed in [CDL88] and in fact, one facet
of this study is a C version of the same kernels. Three suites
of C loop kernels have been developed to determine the
strengths and weaknesses of vectorizing compilers. The
Convex cc compilec the Convex Application Compileq the
Cray 2 scc compilefi and the Cray YMP scc compiler have
been tested against these suites. Thepaper gives the results
for each suite, with identification ofproblem areas for each
compiler
1. Introduction
Programmers everywhere are obtaining easy access
to high-performance workstations that are ranning
UNIX. With this trend towards UNIX, more program-
mers are using C for scientific codes on vector super-
computers. Therefore, it becomes necessary to look at
the capabilities and performance of C compilers for vec-
tor architectures.
Many of the current veetorizing C compilers use the
same vectorizing techniques that were developed for
Fortran. Are these techniques adequate? This paper
will t~ to investigate the capabilities of current vecto-
rizing C compilers and determine if additional tech-
niques are needed. Key features of C, such as pointers
and dynamically allocated memory objects will be ex-
amined with respect to vectorixation on current vector
architectures.
A multi-faceted approach has been undertaken to
try to understand the capabilities of two vendors’ C
compilers. The vectorizing C compilers used for this
study are Version 4.1 of the Convex C2 Vectorizing C
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Compiler (cc) [Con91a] [Con91b], Version 1.0 of the
Convex Application C Compiler (at) [Con91c], and Re-
lease 3.0.0 of the Cray Standard C Compiler (SCC)on the
Cray 2 and Cray Y-MP [Cra90]. Since this study is test-
ing the compilers’ vectorization abilities, no user direc-
tives or special compilation flags are used. Many of
these kernels can be vectorized if the user uses such di-
rectives or flags, but this involves user analysis of their
code which violates the spirit of testing automatically
vectorizing C compilers.
Section 2 discusses the C version of the Argonne test
suite for vectorizing compilers [CDL88]. The ability of
the Convex and Cray C compilers to vectorize the suite
k ecmtrasted with the Fortran compilers and with each
other.
Section 3 describes a continuation of the Argonne
test suite study, but with purely unique C features and
constructs. Comparisons are made between the vecto-
rizing capabilities of the Cray and Convex C compilers.
Some observations are also made on certain C language
features that impact the vectorizing capability of a com-
piler.
Section 4 discusses the results of looking at a suite of
C kernels abstracted from scientific C applications.
Again, the ability of the Cray and Convex C compilers
to vectorize these application kernels h contrasted and
some comments are made on the actual use of certain
C features.
It should be mentioned that some compiler termi-
nology will be used to descriie the abilities of the com-
pilers. The reader might wish to look at [ASU96],
[Ban88], [P0188] or [W0182] for definitions and abetter
understanding of some of the terms.
2. C version of the Argonne test suite
A suite of Fortran loop kernels was collected at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory to test the effectiveness of
automatic vectorizing Fortran compilers [CDL88]. The
loops were written by writers of vectorizing compilers,
and test for specific vectorization features. Some resultsfor several vector architectures have been reported in
[CDL88] and [Nob89].
The Argonne test suite was translated from Fortran
to C adhering to a Fortran style. Some of the kernels ex-
plicitly test certain Fortran constructs, and were not
translated, soatotal of 91out of 100loops were success-
fully translated.. This suite of 91 kernels was then com-
piled using the vectorizing options of both the Convex
and Cray compilers. As apoint of comparison, the suite
of 91 kernels was also compiled using the vectorizing
Fortran compilers on both architectures. The Fortran
compiler used on the Cray 2 was Version 4.0.3 of cft77
along with Version 3.0 of fpp. The Fortran compiler
used on the Convex C2 was Version 6.1 of fc.
The first thing discovered wasthat the Cray and Con-
vex cc compilers would not fully vectorize loops where
the arrays are passed in as arguments to the kernel.
When arrays are passed to functions in C, the pointer
to the array is passed. The only compiler that does the
necessary interprocedural analysis for this problem is
Convex’s Application Compiler. Figure 1demonstrates
a kernel where this problem arises. Figure 2 shows how
changing the arrays to global variables and not passing
them as parameters allows vectorization.
s171(a,b,n)
float a[],b[];
int n;
{ register int ~
for(i=@ ie~i+ +)
a[i”n] = a[i”n] + b[i]; }
/* Call from another routine “/
maino
{ float a[10000], b[10000];
intn=7z
...
s171(a,b,n>
...
}
Figure 1: A function with arrays as parameters
is NOT vectorized
The Argonne test suite attempts to test the effective-
nessof compiler optimizations on Iocal loop constructs,
asopposed to interprocedural constructs and problems.
Therefore, the parameter passing of arrays was elimi-
nated by changing to global arrays in the C version with
the Fortran version left unchanged.
float a[10000], b[10000];
intn =72;
S1710
{ register int ~
for(i=O; i<n; i+ +)
a[i*n] = a[i*n] + b[i]; }
/* Call from another routine “/
maino
{ ...
S1710;
...
}
Figure 2 A function with global variable arrays
IS vectorized
2.1. Argonne test suite results
Initially, the global results for each architecture is
descriied. The Argonne test suite breaks the loops into
four sections: dependence analysis, vectorization tech-
niques, idiom recognition and language completeness.
Therefore, the results in each of these areas is analyzed
in separate sections.
In the graphs that follow, The Y-axis is the number
of kernels. The bars represent the number of kernels
that fall into the particular category. Full vectorization
means that all computation within the loop was fully
vectorized. Partial vectorization means that the loop
was split so that some of the computation was vecto-
rized, but there was a scalar part of the loop that was not
vectorized. Conditional vectorization means that two
versions are present in the generated code, and at run–
time the check is made to see whether the loop can be
run in vector mode or not. Scalar means that the ker-
nels remain in scalar mode and no vectorization oc-
curred.
2. L 1. Cray results
Cray has two Fortran compiler products, one is cft77
compiIer, and the other is cf77 which includes aprepro-
cessor fpp in front of cft77. fpp is a dependence analyz-
er which assists in the vectorization and parallelization
of Fortran codes. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the
results of these two compiler packages. The depen-
dence analyzer makes a large difference, allowing for
substantially higher rates of vectorization. Therefore,
the C compilers were compared to cf77. As one can see
from Figure 4, the dependence analyzer made a differ-
ence in the results. In fact, the cft77 results are striking-
ly similar to the Cray 2 scc results. One can conclude
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Figure 5: Convex FC 6.1 vs. Convex CC 4.1 and Convex C Application Compiler 1.0
that a dependenq analyzer can make significant improve-
ments in vectonzation and should be part of C vectorizing
compilers.
2.1.2. Convex results
Figure 5 shows the vectorization results of the suite.
using the Convex compilers. The primary reason for
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the compilers to give similar results is the common
backend. The Fortran version of the Convex Applica-
tion Compiler was not used on this suite, but was used
on the new version of the Fortran Argonne suite
[Lev91], where some additional kernels that test inter-
procedural analysis and symbolic dependence were
vectorized2.1.3. Dependence analysis
The first part of the Argonne test suite looks at a
broad area of loops that attempt to test the compiler’s
ability to do dependence analysis. This includes such
things aslinear dependence testing, induction variable
recognition, flow analysis and symbolic dependence.
The results are shown in Thble 1.
11111 Partial No
Vectoriz.a- Vectorization Vectorhtion
tion
Convex fc 15 0 9
Convex cc 14 0 10
Convex ac 16 0 8
Cray cf71 20 1 3
Cray 2 scc 15 0 9
Cray Ymp 16 0 8
Scc
Table 1: Results of the dependence analysis section of
the Argonne test suite
As one can see, the Convex compilers achieve the
similar results, with the interprocedural analysis capa-
bility of the Application Compiler providing a slight
edge. The weakest areas in the Convex compilers are in-
duction variable recognition and dependence testing
using FFT subscripting. The Convex compilers do not
recognize induction variables when an induction vari-
able is under both sides of an if statement.
The Cray C compilers do not do as well in compari-
son with either the Cray Fortran compiler or the Con-
vex compilers. The areas where the Cray C compilers
do not do well are linear dependence testing, and induc-
tion variable recognition. For example, transpose vecto-
rization and lower triangular systems are not recognized
with linear dependence testing. Interprocedural analy-
sis is not done by any of the Cray compilers.
2.1.4. Vectorization techniques
The second part of the Argonne test suite examines
a group of loops that test the compiler’s ability to do
some vectorization transformations. Some of the vecto-
rization techniques tested are: statement reordering,
loop distribution, loop interchange, node splhting, sca-
lar and array expansion, conditional handling, and loop
peeling. When some of these techniques are applied,
partial vectorization can occur, where perhaps no vecto-
rization k possible inhially. lhble 2 shows how well the
Convex and Cray mmpilers can use these sophisticated
techniques. As one can notice, more loops are partially
vectorized, ranging from 55% to 74% vectorization on
individual loops.
llla Partial No
Vectoriration Vectorization Vectorization
Convex fc 24 6 5
Convex cc 24 6 5
Convex ac 25 5 5
Cray cf77 20 6 9
Cray 2 scc 15 0 20
Cray Ymp I
18 4 13
Scc
Table 2 Results of the vectorization section of the
Argonne test suite
The Convex compilers did very well with these tech-
niques, far exceeding the results of the Cray compilers.
The few casesthat the Convex compilers do not handle
are in the area of loop interchanging in the presence of
if statements, and a easewhere loop peeling would have
resulted in vectorization.
The Cray compilers did not do as well. The areas
where both cf77 and sccdid poorly are: loop interchang-
ing, scalar and array expansion, and loop peeling. The
C compilers were also not able to handle simple state-
ment reordering, simple loop interchanges, and node
splitting. Partial vectorization has only recently been
added to the Cray C compilers, and the analysis has not
reached the sophistication of the Convex analysis.
2.1.5. Idiom recognition
Programmers tend to use certain programming
idioms frequently in their code. Therefore, compilers
often need to recognize these programming idioms as
special eases,optimizing and vectorizing in the presence
of such idioms. The third part of the Argonne test suite
tested the compilers’ abilities in the area of idiom recog-
nition. Idioms such asreductions, recurrences, min/max
recognition and search loops are tested by this section.
Wble 3 gives the results from the Cray and Convex com-
pilers. The Cray compilers did recognize most of the
idioms, replacing the code with vectorized intrinsic.
Full No Vectorir.ation
Vectorization
Convex fc 8 7
Convex cc 7 8
Convex ac 7 8
Cray cf77 12 3
Cray 2 scc 11 4
Cray Ymp scc 11 4
Table 3: Results of the idiom recognition section of
the Argonne test suite
This is one category where the Convex fc compiler
does do a little better than the Convex C compilers.
This is not surprising since the idioms tested are Fortran
547idioms and would not normally be done the same way
in C. The idioms that all the compilers could not handle
are the search loops and recurrences; and the Convex
compilers did not recognize min/max reductions.
2.1.6. Language completeness
For completeness, the Argonne test suite has as its
last section a set of kernels that test language features
and idioms that are primarily unique to Fortran. 17 of
these kernels were left in to test the C compilers, pri-
marily to see how they would handle some “non-nor-
mal C code”. Results in lhble 4 show that, indeed, the
Fortran compilers are better.
The Convex compilers were surprisingly similar in
their results. One critical area that the C compilers did
not handle is intrinsic. Both the Cray and Convex For-
tran compilers are able to recognize intrinsic and vec-
torize appropriately. C does not have intrinsic aspart
of the language, but there should be some mechanism
to recognize such Fortran intrinsic (and other intrin-
sic), sothat vectorization is not inhibited. Another situ-
ation that should be handled by all compilers, but is only
handled by the Convex fc compiler is the presence of an
1/0 statement within a vectorizable loop. The fc com-
piler is able to partially vectorize in the presence of a
simple print statement. None of the Convex compilers
is able to handle break statements or exit calls within
a vectorizable conditional loop.
Full Partial No
Vectorization Vectorization Vectorization
,
Convex fc 8 2 7
Cray Ymp
I
11 0 6
Scc
I
Table 4 Results of the language completion section
of the Argonne test suite
The cf77 compiler did very well in this section, only
missing loops that have exit calls or break statements,
and not partially vectorizing a loop that hasa subroutine
call in the middle of it. Ideally, interprocedural analysis
would be present in the compiler, so this loop could be
fully vectorized. However, it is possible to break apart
the loop into sections and vectorize each section sepa-
rately. The Cray C compilers fail in the same places as
the Cray Fortran compiler, with the addition of one loop
recognition kernel.
2.2. Conclusions from the Argonne test suite
While the Argonne test suite was written to test the
ability of Fortran compilers to vectorixe, it has clearly
pointed out strengths and weaknesses of vectorizing C
compilers. This suite of kernels has demonstrated the
strength of two language front-ends sharing optirniza-
tion/vectorization techniques, like the Convex compil-
ers. This commonality allowed both compilers to do as
well as the other in many cases.This is not the case of
the Cray compilers. The Cray compilation systems are
moving to such a commonality, but currently, the cf77
package has a powerful dependence analyzer that al-
lows for much more vectorization. It is also interesting
to note that there were also afew casesthat the scccom-
pilers do better than cf77, perhaps again a result of not
sharing all optimization facets of the compilers.
More importantly, the Argonne test suite demon-
strated areas that need to be improved and added to
these vectorizing C compilers. Techniques that need to
be added to one or all of the compilers are
l InterProcedural Analysis
l Partial Vectorization around 1/0
. Intrinsic Function Recognition
. Reduction Idioms
. Recurrences
The areas that need to be enhanced in C compilation
systems are:
l Linear Dependence
. Induction Variable Recognition
. Loop Interchanges
l Node Splitting
. Scalar and Array Expansion
l Loop Peeling
. Statement Reordering
While this suite does test the ability of compilers to
recognize and exploit opportunities for vectorization, it
does not do any performance analysis to judge whether
or not vectorization is the most efficient optimization
for a given kernel. The new Fortran version 3.0 of the
Argonne Suite [Lev91] attempts to address the issue
for Fortran.
3. The C test suite
The Argonne test suite was written for Fortran com-
pilers, and even with a C translation, h does not fully
test C features. Therefore, an additional 40 kernels
were developed to test certain C features. Many sophk-
ticated pointer and structure features of C are not
tested because vectorizing C compilers currently only
handle the simplest of features. As C compilers get bet-
ter, more kernels will be added to this suite.
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3.1. Results of the C suite
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Figure 6 C Suite Results
Figure 6 is a graph showing the overall results. Even
though the numbers are similar, the Convex and Cray
compilers do vectorize different types of loops from one
another.
C has alarger variety of loop control structures than
Fortran with for loops, do while loops, and while loops.
Several variations of these loops were included in this
suite. The Convex compilers do not vectorize any loop
that has a break in it while the Cray compilers are able
to vectorize all of the loop kernels.
One of the powerful features of C is the ability to
create structure types and create structures of any form.
Often these structures are dynamically allocated, allow-
ing the programmer to develop dynamic data structures
of any form. In this suite of kernels, the simplest of stat-
ic structures are used to seeif the C compilers recognize
the static structures, their components, and are able to
vectorize intelligently with such objects. Individual
structure component accesseswere vectorized, but im-
plicit copying of two vectorizable structures is not done
by either compiler. An example of this is given in Figure
7. It appears that the analysis in these compilers does
not really understand structures. The simplest of struc-
ture copies does generate a block copy in the Convex
compilers and avectorized copy in the Cray compilers.
The most powerful feature of C is the pointer. Point-
ers are used for arrays, for strings, for structures, for dy-
namic allocation, for function parameters and results,
and for just about everything else in C. So any compiler
that isgoing to successfully vectorize C will have to han-
dle pointers asbest aspossible. Since the ability to vec-
torize and parallelize in the presence of pointers
[wor89] is currently an active research field, it is not sur-
prising that current compilers are limited in their vecto-
rization ability in the presence of pointers. Therefore,
only a handful of the simplest pointer expressions are
included as part of the C Suite.
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struct rnanyn { ints
float 5$
int V[loo]
float dHOOl
} ma[2000], rnb[2000];
f2020
{intfi
for(i=O; i<2000; i+ +)
ma[i] = mb[i];
}
Figure ‘Z Implicit many item copy
The Convex compilers did not vectorize any loops
with C pointers used as loop bounds or induction vari-
ables. The Cray Y-MP compiler did vectorize in the
presence of the simplest of these types of pointers while
the Cray 2compiler only recognized some. An example
kernel that only the Cray Y-MP compiler vectorized is
shown in Figure 8.
int a[2000], b[2000];
f3030
{ int *p, i, n;
n=();
p= &n;
while ~p < 2000) {
a[*p] = b[”p];
~p)++;
}}
Figure 8 A pointer as a condition on a loop
The Convex Application compiler recognizes simple
pointer notation for some array accesses, while the
Convex cc compiler was considerably weaker in this
area. However, only the Cray compilers were able to
recognize the pointer notation when i%had been used
to setup the pointers. This is shown in Figure 9.float x[2000, y[2000], z[2000];
f503(alpha)
float alpha;
{ register int i, n = ILEN;
float *p, *q, *C
p = &x[o];
q = &y[o];
r = &z[O];
for @;n--)
*p++ = *q++ + alpha* *r++;
}
Figure 9 Using pointer array notation
The Convex compilers recognizes and vectorizes
more kernels with character arrays than the Cray com-
pilers. One example is shown in Figure 10.
char c1[256], c2[256], c3[256];
int i
for(i=O; i<256; i+ +) {
cl[i] = ~
c2[i] = 255- j
c3[i] = ‘z’ - (i’% 10);
}
Figure 10: Character array initialization
The Convex application compiler was able to vecto-
rize a dynamically allocated character array that was
considered too complicated by the other compilers.
This is shown in Figure 11.
char *c5, c1[256], c2[256];
int $
C5 = (char *)(calloc(256,sizeof(char *)));
for(i=O; i<256; i+ +)
c5[i] = (cl[i] & c2[i]) << Z
Figure 11: Use of dynamically allocated char arrays
The interprocedural analysis capabilities enable the
Convex application compiler to vectorize a kernel which
includes a function call in the loop. Interestingly
enough, the Cray compilers recognize that the value re-
turned form the function call is superfluous, but still
does not vectorize around it. This example is shown in
Figure 12.
unsigned int ai[ILEN], bi[ILEN];
int j
{ ...
for(i=O; ieILEN; i+ +)
ai[i] = (foo(i”i),(bi[i] << 2)) + 1;
}
foo(m)
int m;
{ retum(m+ 1) }
Figure 12 Function call with, operator
Several recurrences were not broken by any of the
compilers, including one described by [AJ88]. The Cray
2 compiler did not vectorize in the presence of a simple
doubling recurrence that the Cray YMP compiler rec-
ognized.
3.2. Conclusions from the C!suite
The C suite was written to try to enhance the Ar-
gonne Suite. Currently, only the simplest of C struc-
tures are tested, and the suite needs to be enhanced
with more sophisticated control structures, pointer uses
and data structures. However, the suite does show some
additional areas in the vectorizing C compilers that
need to be improved upon. Both compilers need to add
the following features to their vectorization analysis:
e Pointer Analysis
l Recognition of Pointers as Induction
Variables
l Static Structure Analysis
l Recurrence detection and breaking
Pointer and structure analysis are current areas of
research [wor89], with some of the main problems being
alias detection between pointers, and pointer arithme-
tic.
4. A suite of C kernels from applications
The above two suites of C kernels were created by
compiler researchers interested in testing vectorizing
compilers. So several questions are: How do such re-
sults apply to actual C applications? How do application
programmers write C programs for vectorizing comput-
er architectures? How well do the compilers vectorize
C code written by application programmers?
In response to these questions, a suite of 44 kernels
was developed from examining real C applications. All
of the applications currently run on either a Convex or
a Cray machine. As more and more applications are ex-
amined, this suite continues to grow.
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The results from this suite appear in Figure 13.The
high number of vectorized kernels is encouraging since
these are from real applications.
The Convex Application Compiler successfully rec-
ognizes some simple structure references that the Con-
vex cc compiler does not understand. The main reason
for the dramatic difference between the Convex com-
pilers is the inability of cc to vectorize in the presence
of dynamically allocated arrays (The use of directives
helps solve this problem). Dynamic allocation is heavily
used in many applications because it is ameans of limiti-
ng the amount of memory used by depending on actual
run-time data. Most codes examined dynamically allo-
cated the arrays and then used array notation. A sample
of this is shown in Figure 14.
int*f, *g, si, i
si = 300Q
f = (int *)malloc(si*sizeof(int));
g = (int “)(malloc(si”sizeof(int));
...
for (i=O; i<3000; i+ +)
f[i] =g[i];
}
Figure 14 Dynamic allocation of arrays
The Cray 2 compiler does not vectorize in the pres-
ence of a macro asa loop bound, while this works on the
Cray Y-MI? The Cray 2 compiler also does not recog-
nize static structure accessesaswell, inhibiting vectori-
zation.
The Cray compilers are able to vectorize a loop with
asimple switch statement in it white the Convex compil-
ers can not.
The amearance of the address of operator (&) in a . .
loop also inhibited the Convex compilers from vectoriz-
ing.
The Convex compilers also did not vectorize when an
unsigned index was used in a loop asthe induction vari-
able.
Neither Convex compiler was able to handle pointer
notation to arrays of longs, while the Cray compilers
were able to vectorize these loops. An example is given
in Figure 15.
n151(a,b,c,n)
long a[], b[], c[], n;
{ long “lim;
n = MM~
Iim=a+n;
while (a< lirn)
*C++ =*i?i++ &- *b++;
}
Figure 15: Pointer notation
The Convex compilers are able to do more partial
vectorization than the Cray compilers, doing more so-
phisticated loop splitting. The Convex compilers are
also able to vectorize a character loop that the Cray
compilers do not handle (see 3.0 is the first version to
vectorize character arrays, so the analysis is nGt as com-
plete).
None of the compilers were able to vectorize loops
that used pointer notation to access character arrays.
This is shown in Figure 16.
char sent[1000];
char *pq
...
for @c= sent; “p~ pc + + )
‘pc = ‘pc +&
Figure 16: Pointer notation with char arrays
551Recurrences with logical operators were not broken
by any of the compilers. Nor were general search loops
of character arrays vectorized by either vendor.
Some simple structure accesses are recognized by
both compilers, but asthe C suite demonstrated, more
complicated accesses inhibit vectorization. In fact,
when data structures are initialized in loops containing
other simple array initializations, the whole loop is in-
hibited from vectorization when indeed pafiial vectori-
zation could be done.
4.2. Conclusions from the application suite
From developing the Application Suite, some inter-
esting conclusions were reached on both the ability of
the compilers to vectorize certain kernels as well as
some insight into some C application programs. This
suite is far from comprehensive, and is being added to
asfrequently asis possible. The key areas that need to
be improved and added to vectorizing C compilers are:
l Analysis of dynamically allocated arrays
l Pointers to Structures and Characters
In examining the applications to extract out kernels
and interesting vectorizable pieces of code, one quickly
discovered that many application programmers have at-
tempted to work around the deficiencies of the vectoriz-
ing C compilers. Temporaries are added in to make loop
control simpler, scalars are hand expanded, loops are
split apart by the programmer, and various other tricks
are used. While this lets the programmer get much bet-
ter efficiency, it does lead to perhaps more obscure
code. One also noticed that application programmers
tend to use more array notation and more of a“Fortran”
style in their C codes than general C codes. This should
make the job of vectorizing compilers easier for applica-
tion codes.
5. Conclusions and future work
Testing the vectorizing C compilers with these suites
of programs has proven very useful. The compilers ac-
tually proved to be better at vectorization than ex-
pected. Many vectorizable loops were vectorized, some
pointer notation is recognized, and other C constructs
are handled. Much of the vectorizing Fortran technolo-
gy has easily been applied to C compilers.
The advice to the programmer is to understand the
particular architecture and compiler being used. Many
of the loops presented are often in programmer’s code,
and if the programmer understands what can and can-
not be done by the compiler, better code can be pro-
duced. This paper has demonstrated the strengths and
weaknesses of the Cray C and Convex C compilers, and
should be able to be used as a guide. The programmer
also needs to study the compiler options and directives
carefully, since as this study shows, the compilers are
not finding all vectorization opportunities.
The Convex C Application Compiler appears to be
significantly more sophisticated in analysis than the cc
compiler. The interprocedural analysis in this compiler
was not well tested by these suites, but it did succeed in
a few places. The pointer and symbolic analysis were
tested by these suites and the results were encouraging.
The Cray compilers have improved since the initial
study [Smi90]. Partial vectorization and character array
vectorization is a step in the right direction. However,
interprocedural analysis needs to be added. Currently,
there is an “inline” option that allows some additional
optimization.
Each section provided a list of features that needed
to be improved and/or added to the current C vectoriz-
ing compilers. These lists will hopefully assist vendors
in improving their compilers. The source of these C
kernels is available electronically. Please contact the
author at llsmith@super.org.
Future work will be done on improving the suites,
and tracking the results asnewer versions of the compil-
ers are produced. Attempts will also be made to ex-
amine the vectorizing C compilers of other vendors.
However, one question when looking at kernels, is how
well do the kernels represent an application load?
Therefore, future work will be in developing empirical
studies of the usage of C in scientific applications. From
these studies, it is hoped that compiler writers will ob-
tain a better idea of what analysis techniques might
prove most effective.
One weakness of these suites of kernels is that the
quality of code generated isnot judged and the perform-
ance of the resulting code is not measured. In some
cases, vectorization might be the least optimal way of
generating code. Therefore, future work also needs to
include some measure of code quality.
This work was done to understand the abilities of op-
timizing/vectorizing C compilers. However, it was also
done to seewhat will be needed for parallelizing C com-
pilers. Vectorization can be viewed as a simple form of
parallelization (fine-grained), so all of the same prob-
lems with vectorization occurwith parallelization. How-
ever, the problem becomes magnified, so that issues
such as interprocedural analysis, alias analysis and
pointer analysis become more critical. Vectorization is
that first step, and it is encouraging that at least Cray
and Convex have the foundations of good vectorizing C
compilers.
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